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Contagious
The Reporter follows Yolanda Davenport, a reporter
for Galaxy Sports Magazine, as she searches for the
truth about Ju Tweedy's involvement with the murder
of Grace McDermot - the incident that drove Ju to join
the Ionath Krakens. The Reporter takes place between
week three and week six of the 2684 Galactic Football
League season, the season that encompasses The AllPro. This novella is co-written by Scott Sigler and Mur
Lafferty.

Recurrence Sequences
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Title Fight
Ventricular arrhythmias cause most cases of sudden
cardiac death, which is the leading cause of death in
the US. This issue reviews the causes of arrhythmias
and the promising new drugs and devices to treat
arrhythmias.

Greek Americans
Scott Sigler is the voice in modern horror - and the
INFECTED trilogy is a terrifying, menacing series that
will leave you sleepless. They dropped from the
atmosphere like microscopic snow. Billions of seeds,
smaller than specks of dust, spiraling down from the
heavens. Most didn't survive the journey. But not all.
And those that made it began to grow. Now three
people face a race against time. Dew Phillips, an
agent with a classified unit of the CIA, and Margaret
Montoya, a government biologist, must try to stop a
modern plague that drives its victims to insanity,
murder and suicide. And Perry Dawsey, a former
athlete in a dead-end job, must race to find a cure for
the rash that has appeared on his arm. And his back.
And his neck. It's growing every day. And then the
voices start. Scott Sigler is the voice in modern horror
- and the INFECTED trilogy is a terrifying, menacing
series that will leave you sleepless.

Bones are White
This is an engrossing account of Greek
Americans--their history, strengths, conflicts,
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aspirations, and contributions. This is the story of
immigrants, their children and grandchildren, most of
whom maintain an attachment to Greek ethnic
identity even as they have become one of this
country's most successful ethnic groups.

Ancestor
"In Alive, Scott Sigler introduced readers to an
unforgettable young heroine and a mysterious new
world reminiscent of those of The Hunger Games,
Divergent, and Red Rising. Now he expands his
singular vision in the next thrilling novel of this
powerful sci-fi adventure series."--

Infected
It's been one year since a virus triggered junk DNA
and people all over the world started changing.
Becoming something else. Craving blood. It's been
ten months since the word 'vampire' stopped being
something from old monster stories and Hollywood
movies. It's been six months since our world and
theirs erupted into war. It's been two months since an
uneasy peace was signed. It's been one hour since
that peace was shattered. The war is here again. The
vampire war. Our world will burn. Our world will
bleed! When anyone can turn, when every street is a
battlefield, there is nowhere to run! V-Wars: Blood
and Fire is edited and co-written by New York Times
bestselling author Jonathan Maberry and features all
new stories of the Vampire Wars by Kevin J. Anderson,
Scott Sigler, Larry Corriea, Joe McKinney, Nancy
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Holder, Yvonne Navarro, Weston Ochse and James A.
Moore.

Marcus
Now, in his eloquent words, hear mega-football
superstar Marcus Allen---Heisman trophy winner,
Superbowl MVP, and record-breaking running
back--tell his inspiring and unforgettable story, rom
his triumphant rise to athletic stardom, to his rocky
11-year relationship with Los Angeles Raiders coach
Al Davis, to his controversial friendship with O.J.
Simpson, and all the high and low points in between.
Marcus on Al Davis: "I could neither understand nor
determine why Al Davis had declared war against me.
But for all the motives suggested, none involved the
possibility that the issue might be racial. Al Davis was
many things that I didn't admire, but he was no
bigot." Marcus on O.J. Simpson: "I am and forever will
be forever be tortured by the loss of two people who
were my friends; one murdered, one now forced to
live a lifetime being blamed for tragedy." Marcus on
Football "It teaches hard lessons about success and
failure, joy and disappointment. And when played
well, it has a poetry all its own."

Boys Will Be Boys
Bundle containing: The Rookie The Starter The All-Pro
The MVP The Champion

The Ancestor
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Experiencing vivid dreams about serial murders
taking place throughout San Francisco, homicide
detective Bryan Clauser fears he is losing his sanity
and discovers a link between the victims and a
seemingly ordinary young boy who is gripped by the
same nightmares, a case that is complicated by the
work of a shadowy vigilante with seemingly
supernatural powers. 40,000 first printing.

Galactic Football League Bundle
A travel writer takes a job with a shady publishing
company in New York, only to find that she must write
a guide to the city - for the undead! Because of the
disaster that was her last job, Zoe is searching for a
fresh start as a travel book editor in the tourist-centric
New York City. After stumbling across a seemingly
perfect position though, Zoe is blocked at every turn
because of the one thing she can't take off her
resume --- human. Not to be put off by anything -especially not her blood drinking boss or death
goddess coworker -- Zoe delves deep into the
monster world. But her job turns deadly when the
careful balance between human and monsters starts
to crumble -- with Zoe right in the middle.

Conservation Biology
THE DETECTIVE is a bit of back story for Frederico
Esteban Guissepe Gonzaga and his search for the
family of Quentin Barnes. THE DETECTIVE takes place
from roughly March 2683, to March 2684. Where
applicable, the chapters are named to map to the
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action in THE ALL-PRO (Book III in the Galactic
Football League series). The story actually begins,
however, on unknown dates during Book II, THE
STARTER. In terms of the GFL timeline, THE
DETECTIVE runs from roughly Week Seven of the
2683 regular season in THE STARTER through Week
Ten of the 2684 regular season in THE ALL-PRO. This
novella is part of the Galactic Football League series,
which is described as THE BLIND SIDE meets THE
GODFATHER meets STAR WARS.

Aliens: Bug Hunt
In the final installment of an exhilarating sci-fi
adventure trilogy in the vein of The Hunger Games,
Divergent, and Red Rising, Scott Sigler's unforgettable
heroine, Em Savage, must come to grips once and for
all with the perilous mysteries of her own existence.

THE MVP
The candid autobiography of professional athlete Bo
Jackson describes his troubled youth, his discovery of
sports, his struggle to attend college, his athletic
achievements, his family life, and his success on and
off the field

The Detective
This collection brings you more of Scott's thoughtprovoking short stories from his six years of weekly
storytelling, as well as a brand-new HUNTER
HUNTERSON & SONS story and a brand-new
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KISSYMAN tale.

The All-Pro
Exploring a pitching career that began with a
complete-game victory over Hall of Famer Don
Drysdale in 1964 and ended when he could no longer
control his pitches, this book details the life of
Pittsburgh Pirates great, Steve Blass. This insider's
view of the humorous and bizarre journey of a World
Series champion pitcher turned color commentator
will delight Pirates and baseball fans alike. Recounting
his first years in the Major Leagues and his battle with
the baffling condition that would ultimately bear his
own name, Steve Blass tells the story of his life on
and off the field with a poignant, dazzling wit and
shares the life of a baseball player who had the prime
of his career cut short.

Bo Knows Bo
They were America's Team—the high-priced, highglamour, high-flying Dallas Cowboys of the 1990s,
who won three Super Bowls and made as many
headlines off the field as on it. Led by Emmitt Smith,
the charismatic Deion "Prime Time" Sanders, and Hall
of Famers Troy Aikman and Michael Irvin, the
Cowboys rank among the greatest of all NFL
dynasties. In similar fashion to his New York Times
bestseller The Bad Guys Won!, about the 1986 New
York Mets, in Boys Will Be Boys, award-winning writer
Jeff Pearlman chronicles the outrageous antics and
dazzling talent of a team fueled by ego, sex,
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drugs—and unrivaled greatness. Rising from the
ashes of a 1–15 season in 1989 to capture three
Super Bowl trophies in four years, the Dallas Cowboys
were guided by a swashbuckling, skirt-chasing, powerhungry owner, Jerry Jones, and his two eccentric, hardliving coaches, Jimmy Johnson and Barry Switzer.
Together the three built a juggernaut that America
loved and loathed. But for a team that was so
dominant on Sundays, the Cowboys were often a
dysfunctional circus the rest of the week. Irvin,
nicknamed "The Playmaker," battled dual addictions
to drugs and women. Charles Haley, the defensive
colossus, presided over the team's infamous "White
House," where the parties lasted late into the night
and a steady stream of long-legged groupies came
and went. And then there were Smith and Sanders,
whose Texas-sized egos were eclipsed only by their
record-breaking on-field perfomances. With an
unforgettable cast of characters and a narrative as
hard-hitting and fast-paced as the team itself, Boys
Will Be Boys immortalizes the most beloved—and
despised—dynasty in NFL history.

Alone
From the acclaimed author of Infected comes an epic
and exhilarating story of humanity’s secret battle
against a horrific enemy. Across America, a
mysterious pathogen transforms ordinary people into
raging killers, psychopaths driven by a terrifying, alien
agenda. The human race fights back, yet after every
battle the disease responds, adapts, using
sophisticated strategies and brilliant ruses to fool its
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pursuers. The only possible explanation: the epidemic
is driven not by evolution but by some malevolent
intelligence. Standing against this unimaginable
threat is a small group, assembled under the strictest
secrecy. Their best weapon is hulking former football
star Perry Dawsey, left psychologically shattered by
his own struggles with this terrible enemy, who
possesses an unexplainable ability to locate the
disease’s hosts. Violent and unpredictable, Perry is
both the nation’s best hope and a terrifying liability.
Hardened CIA veteran Dew Phillips must somehow
forge a connection with him if they’re going to stand a
chance against this maddeningly adaptable opponent.
Alongside them is Margaret Montoya, a brilliant
epidemiologist who fights for a cure even as she reels
under the weight of endless horrors. These three and
their team have kept humanity in the game, but
that’s not good enough anymore, not when the
disease turns contagious, triggering a fast countdown
to Armageddon. Meanwhile, other enemies join the
battle, and a new threat — one that comes from a
most unexpected source — may ultimately prove the
most dangerous of all. Catapulting the reader into a
world where humanity’s life span is measured in
hours and the president’s finger hovers over the
nuclear button, rising star Scott Sigler takes us on a
breathtaking, hyper-adrenalized ride filled with terror
and jaw-dropping action. Contagious is a truly grand
work of suspense, science, and horror from a new
master. From the Hardcover edition.

Infected
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A Pirate for Life
LOOK, MAYBE YOU’RE A NICE GIRL, but we’re
guessing you’re more like us or you probably wouldn’t
have picked up this book. Not that we have a problem
with girls who are nice people. But being nice is just
not the way to get what you want. And this book is
about getting what you want. Not in like a finding
happiness, giving back to the world, being grateful for
what you have sort of way. But in a ruling your world,
being the most desired, powerful badass in the room
way, so you can come out on top of any situation:
guys, career, friends, enemies, whatever. How does a
betch make that happen? Here are some highlights:
DON’T BE EASY. DON’T BE POOR. DON’T BE UGLY. We
didn’t come up with these life lessons. We’re just the
ones who wrote it all down. This is not self-help. Selfhelp is for fat people and divorcées. This is how to
deal with your problems when you have no problems.
You’re welcome.

Managing Digital
The #1 New York Times best-selling author of Infected
delivers medieval carnage as a pre-industrial society
fights extinction at the hands of a massive infestation
of Xenomorphs. Ataegina was an isolated world of
medieval castles, varied cultures, and conquests,
vibrant until the demons rose and spread relentless
destruction. Swarms of lethal creatures with black
husks, murderous claws, barbed tails and dreaded
"tooth-tongues" raged through the lowlands, killing
ninety percent of the planet's population. Terrified
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survivors fled to hidden mountain keeps where they
eke out a meager existence. When a trio of young
warriors discovers a new weapon, they see a chance
to end this curse. To save humanity, the trio must
fight their way to the tunnels of Black Smoke
Mountain--the lair of the mythical Demon Mother.
Alien: Phalanx TM & © 2019 Twentieth Century Fox
Film Corporation. All rights reserved.

Minecraft: The Lost Journals
Undefeated galactic heavyweight champion Korak the
Cutter has defeated all challengers, destroying
everyone in his path, but the wins aren't as easy as
they used to be. After a decade of perfect fighting, his
age is catching up with him. For a Quyth Warrior, that
means he's slowing down, and speed is the name of
the game in mixed martial arts. At this late stage in
his career, he faces a nightmare savage and
unpredictable Chiyal "The Heretic" North. As crime
lords and promoters try to fix the fight, and as
managers cling to dreams of lost glory, Korak and
Chiyal must find their way into the octagon to decide
once and for all who is the greatest of all time. Cowritten with Parsec Award-winning author Matt
Wallace, TITLE FIGHT delivers a scifi/mma one-two
knockout. This novella is part of the Galactic Football
League series, which is described as THE BLIND SIDE
meets THE GODFATHER meets STAR WARS.

The Reporter
Set in a lethal pro football league 700 years in the
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future, THE ROOKIE is a story that combines the
intense gridiron action of "Any Given Sunday" with the
space opera style of "Star Wars" and the criminal
underworld of "The Godfather." Aliens and humans
alike play positions based on physiology, creating
receivers that jump 25 feet into the air, linemen that
bench-press 1,200 pounds, and linebackers that
literally want to eat you. Organized crime runs every
franchise, games are fixed and rival players are
assassinated. Follow the story of Quentin Barnes, a
19-year-old quarterback prodigy that has been raised
all his life to hate, and kill, those aliens. Quentin must
deal with his racism and learn to lead, or he'll wind up
just another stat in the column marked "killed on the
field." In the Galactic Football League, wars are no
longer fought in space, but on the gridiron. If you like
aliens and football then I suspect you're unlikely to
find a better combination than than THE ROOKIE.

Aliens: Phalanx
"During the [Khmer Rouge] regime, precious objects
were closely guarded out of fear. Some were wrapped
in plastic and buried underground, others were
carefully hidden within household utility objects like
pots or kettles, in the hope that they would not be
found until reaching safety. Alive is an ongoing
project by Cambodian artist Kim Hak that brings these
objects into close view, exploring the stories of
conflict and personal tragedy they carry with them.
For the project Hak, who is based in Phnom Penh, met
12 families who came to New Zealand as refugees in
the 1970s and 1980s. He documented the objects
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that travelled with them as they moved through
border camps, refugee centres and ultimately as they
settled to start new lives in Auckland. In this
exhibition, the photographs appear alongside some of
the actual objects. Alive demonstrates the power and
importance objects can play in our lives, as vessels
for memory and markers of change. The exhibition
serves to celebrate Cambodian communities living in
Aotearoa, creating a moment for greater
understanding of their experience of extraordinary
conflict and sacrifice."--ObjestSpace website.

V-Wars: Blood and Fire
Eighteen brand new stories—exclusive to this
collection—featuring the Colonial Marines in bloody
conflict with the deadly Aliens. ALIENS: BUG HUNT will
send the marines into deep space, to alien worlds, to
derelict space settlements, and into the nests of the
universe’s most dangerous monsters.

Kargil
Recurrence sequences are of great intrinsic interest
and have been a central part of number theory for
many years. Moreover, these sequences appear
almost everywhere in mathematics and computer
science. This book surveys the modern theory of
linear recurrence sequences and their generalizations.
Particular emphasis is placed on the dramatic impact
that sophisticated methods from Diophantine analysis
and transcendence theory have had on the subject.
Related work on bilinear recurrences and an emerging
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connection between recurrences and graph theory
are covered. Applications and links to other areas of
mathematics are described, including combinatorics,
dynamical systems and cryptography, and computer
science. The book is suitable for researchers
interested in number theory, combinatorics, and
graph theory.

Ventricular Arrhythmias
“The ancestors are out there…you have to believe
me.” From acclaimed author Scott Sigler—New York
Times bestselling creator of Infected and
Contagious—comes a tale of genetic
experimentation’s worst nightmare come true. Every
five minutes, a transplant candidate dies while
waiting for a heart, a liver, a kidney. Imagine a
technology that could provide those life-saving
transplant organs for a nominal fee and imagine what
a company would do to get a monopoly on that
technology. On a remote island in the Canadian
Arctic, PJ Colding leads a group of geneticists who
have discovered this holy grail of medicine. By
reverse-engineering the genomes of thousands of
mammals, Colding's team has dialed back the
evolutionary clock to re-create humankind’s common
ancestor. The method? Illegal. The result? A computerengineered living creature, an animal whose organs
can be implanted in any person, and with no chance
of transplant rejection. There's just one problem:
these ancestors are not the docile herd animals that
Colding's team envisioned. Instead, Colding’s work
has given birth to something big, something evil. With
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these killer creatures on the prowl, Colding and the
woman he loves must fight to survive — even as
government agents close in to shut the project down,
and the deep-pocketed company backing this
research proves to have its own cold-blooded agenda.
As the creators become the prey in the ultimate battle
for survival, Scott Sigler takes readers on the ultimate
thrill-ride—and offers a chilling cautionary account of
what can happen when hubris, greed, and madness
drive scientific experimentation past the brink of
reason. From the Hardcover edition.

Nice Is Just a Place in France
The brand-new official Minecraft novel is a journey
into the unknown! Max and Alison are proof that
differences don’t stand in the way of friendship. Max
is always on the lookout for a new adventure—even if
it means getting into trouble—while Alison prefers to
follow the rules. But both of them are fascinated by
the beat-up old journal Max finds and the strange
gate its secretive author, the Enchanter, describes: a
portal to an otherworldly realm of danger called the
Nether. After they use the journal’s instructions to
craft the portal, Max and Alison squabble over
whether to remain safe in the Overworld or to journey
into the Nether to find the Enchanter . . . until a
fateful accident makes the decision for them. Trapped
in a scary new world, Max and Alison find an ally in
Freya, a fierce warrior who has been living in the
Nether with her beloved wolf, Bunny Biter. With
Freya’s help, and with the clues that lie in the pages
of the mysterious journal, Max and Alison embark on
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a quest to find the Enchanter, even as the Nether
pushes their skills—and their friendship—to the limit.
Collect all of the official Minecraft books: Minecraft:
The Island Minecraft: The Crash Minecraft: The Lost
Journals Minecraft: The Survivors’ Book of Secrets
Minecraft: Exploded Builds: Medieval Fortress
Minecraft: Guide to Exploration Minecraft: Guide to
Creative Minecraft: Guide to the Nether & the End
Minecraft: Guide to Redstone Minecraft: Mobestiary
Minecraft: Guide to Enchantments & Potions
Minecraft: Guide to PVP Minigames Minecraft: Guide
to Farming Minecraft: Let’s Build! Theme Park
Adventure Minecraft for Beginners

Silhouettes from Popular Culture
Set in a lethal American professional football league
seven centuries in the future, 'The starter' puts huge
humans on the field with four alien races, creating a
game that is faster, stronger, and deadlier than
anything we know today.

The Starter
About This Book This book, "Managing Digital:
Concepts and Practices", is intended to guide a
practitioner through the journey of building a digitalfirst viewpoint and the skills needed to thrive in the
digital-first world. As such, this book is a bit of an
experiment for The Open Group; it isn’t structured as
a traditional standard or guide. Instead, it is
structured to show the key issues and skills needed at
each stage of the digital journey, starting with the
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basics of a small digital project, eventually building to
the concerns of a large enterprise. So, feel free to
digest this book in stages — the section Introduction
for the student is a good guide. The book is intended
for both academic and industry training purposes.
This book seeks to provide guidance for both new
entrants into the digital workforce and experienced
practitioners seeking to update their understanding
on how all the various themes and components of IT
management fit together in the new world. About The
Open Group Press The Open Group Press is an imprint
of The Open Group for advancing knowledge of
information technology by publishing works from
individual authors within The Open Group
membership that are relevant to advancing The Open
Group mission of Boundaryless Information Flow™.
The key focus of The Open Group Press is to publish
high-quality monographs, as well as introductory
technology books intended for the general public, and
act as a complement to The Open Group Standards,
Guides, and White Papers. The views and opinions
expressed in this book are those of the author, and do
not necessarily reflect the consensus position of The
Open Group members or staff.

Nocturnal
• • • John Harper • • • Nature conservation has
changed from an idealistic philosophy to a serious
technology. Ecology, the science that underpins the
technol ogy of conservation, is still too immature to
provide all the wisdom that it must. It is arguable that
the desire to conserve nature will in itself force the
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discipline of ecology to identify fundamental prob
lems in its scientific goals and methods. In return,
ecologists may be able to offer some insights that
make conservation more practicable (Harper 1987).
The idea that nature (species or communities) is
worth preserv ing rests on several fundamental
arguments, particularly the argu ment of nostalgia
and the argument of human benefit and need.
Nostalgia, of course, is a powerful emotion. With some
notable ex ceptions, there is usually a feeling of
dismay at a change in the sta tus quo, whether it be
the loss of a place in the country for walking or
rambling, the loss of a painting or architectural
monument, or that one will never again have the
chance to see a particular species of bird or plant.

THE ROOKIE
"A lushly written, dream-like modern gothic with as
many dark turns and twists as the Montebianco family
tree has branches. Welcome to the family." – Paul
Tremblay, bestselling author of Survivor Song After a
DNA test reveals that Alberta “Bert” Monte is the sole
heir of a wealthy noble family in the Italian Alps, she
leaves New York to visit the family estate:
Montebianco Castle, a centuries-old compound
isolated in the mountains. What appeared to be a
fairy tale inheritance, however, soon turns into a
nightmare as Bert begins to uncover the dark legacy
of her family: the truth about the abandoned village
at the base of the castle; the whispers of stolen
children; and the rumors of a legendary monster in
the mountains. As Bert unravels the truth, she learns
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that her true inheritance lies not in a noble title or
ancestral treasures, but in her very genes, and now
she must choose between preserving a secret
centuries in the keeping or abandoning it forever.
“Vivid and uncanny…makes the most of Trussoni’s
signature blend of science, myth, and mystery.”
—Deborah Harkness, bestselling author of A
Discovery of Witches "Inventive and entertaining." —
People “A Gothic Extravaganza.” —Kirkus

THE CHAMPION
Galactic Football League (GFL) Series: Book I: THE
ROOKIE Book II: THE STARTER Book III: THE ALL-PRO
Book IV: THE MVP Book V: THE CHAMPION GFL
Novellas: THE REPORTER THE DETECTIVE TITLE FIGHT
THE RIDER (Spring 2015) THE GANGSTER (Spring
2015) THE CHAMPION - BOOK Five: After his most
successful season yet on the field, Quentin sister - his
only family - is lost in the Portath Cloud, an area
considered to be the "Bermuda Triangle" of the
galaxy. To save her, Quentin and his teammates must
first escape team owner Gredok the Splithead, and
acquire a ship capable of surviving the unknown
dangers that await. Quentin's leadership and
intelligence are put to the test as Becca, the Tweedy
Brothers, Denver and more risk their lives to save his
sister. Set against the backdrop of a professional
American football franchise seven centuries in the
future, the Galactic Football League puts huge
humans on the field with five alien races to create a
game that is faster, stronger and deadlier than
anything we know today. Quarterback Quentin Barnes
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has grown from a racist, small-town standout into a
proven leader, a uniter of peoples, and the Galaxy's
most-famous athlete. Willing to do anything for his
team, his Ionath Krakens have bound together
through shared sacrifice, tragedy, devastating losses
and thrilling victories. The GFL series combines
science fiction, crime and blistering sports action to
create a non-stop, pulse-pounding adventure that you
can't put down until the last second ticks off the clock.
Fans of the following authors are known to enjoy the
Galactic Football League Science Fiction Space Opera
Series: Mike Lupica Tim Green Buzz Bissinger Joe
Haldeman Orson Scott Card David Webber Richard K
Morgan George Lucas Robert A. Heinlein Daniel
Arenson Nathan Lowell Scott Westerfeld Fans of the
following books and series are known to enjoy the
Galactic Football League Sci Fi Saga: Star Wars
Guardians of the Galaxy Starship Troopers Altered
Carbon Mech Warrior Jurassic Park Star Trek
Hitchhikers Guide Aliens Friday Night Lights Any
Given Sunday Draft Day Keywords related to the
Galactic Football League Young Adult Science Fiction
Series: Alien Contact, Supernatural, Humorous
Science Fiction, Box Set, Bundle, Series, Omnibus,
Epic, Saga, Monsters, Dinosaurs, Sports, Football,
Mech, Robots, Battlebots, AI, Future, Futuristic, Space
Travel, Krakens, Xenomorph, Galaxy, Galaxies, Star,
Stars

The Shambling Guide to New York City
As people across America are transformed into raving,
paranoid, murderous monsters by a mysterious
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bioengineered parasite, Perry Dawsey confronts his
own battle with the infection as he discovers that the
parasites want something from him that goes beyond
murder.

Alive
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "A master at
keeping the reader hanging on to see what happens
next." - Associated Press When John Sutter's
aristocratic wife killed her mafia don lover, John left
America and set out in his sailboat on a three-year
journey around the world, eventually settling in
London. Now, ten years later, he has come home to
the Gold Coast, that stretch of land on the North
Shore of Long Island that once held the greatest
concentration of wealth and power in America, to
attend the imminent funeral of an old family servant.
Taking up temporary residence in the gatehouse of
Stanhope Hall, John finds himself living only a quarter
of a mile from Susan who has also returned to Long
Island. But Susan isn't the only person from John's
past who has reemerged: Though Frank Bellarosa,
infamous Mafia don and Susan's ex-lover, is long
dead, his son, Anthony, is alive and well, and intent
on two missions: Drawing John back into the violent
world of the Bellarosa family, and exacting revenge
on his father's murderer--Susan Sutter. At the same
time, John and Susan's mutual attraction resurfaces
and old passions begin to reignite, and John finds
himself pulled deeper into a familiar web of seduction
and betrayal. In THE GATE HOUSE, acclaimed author
Nelson Demille brings us back to that fabled spot on
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the North Shore -- a place where past, present, and
future collides with often unexpected results.

Earthcore
Olly Moss has put his own twist on the Victorian art of
silhouette portraits for this collection of cult
characters.

Ageless Arm
Scott Sigler’s Infected shocked readers with a
visceral, up-close account of physical metamorphosis
and one man’s desperate fight for sanity and survival,
as “Scary” Perry Dawsey suffered the impact of an
alien pathogen’s early attempts at mass extinction. In
the sequel Contagious, Sigler pulled back the camera
and let the reader experience the frantic national
response to this growing cataclysm. And now in
Pandemic, the entire human race balances on the
razor’s edge of annihilation, beset by an enemy that
turns our own bodies against us, that changes normal
people into psychopaths or transforms them into
nightmares. To some, Doctor Margaret Montoya is a
hero—a brilliant scientist who saved the human race
from an alien intelligence determined to exterminate
all of humanity. To others, she’s a monster—a mass
murderer single-handedly responsible for the worst
atrocity ever to take place on American soil. All
Margaret knows is that she’s broken. The blood of a
million deaths is on her hands. Guilt and nightmares
have turned her into a shut-in, too mired in selfhatred even to salvage her marriage, let alone be the
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warrior she once was. But she is about to be called
into action again. Because before the murderous
intelligence was destroyed, it launched one last
payload — a soda can–sized container filled with
deadly microorganisms that make humans feed upon
their own kind. That harmless-looking container has
languished a thousand feet below the surface of Lake
Michigan, undisturbed and impotent . . . until now.
Part Cthulhu epic, part zombie apocalypse and part
blockbuster alien-invasion tale, Pandemic completes
the Infected trilogy and sets a new high-water mark in
the world of horror fiction.

The Gate House
THE MVP is the fourth book in the Galactic Football
League series, following on THE ROOKIE, THE
STARTER and THE ALL-PRO. Set in a lethal American
professional football league seven centuries in the
future, THE MVP puts huge humans on the field with
four alien races, creating a game that is faster,
stronger and deadlier than anything we know today.
Star quarterback Quentin Barnes has spent three
seasons putting together a hard-hitting, hard-fighting
team that combines rookies, rejects, discarded free
agents and seasoned veterans from all five species.
He has fought against racism and bound his team
together through shared sacrifice, blood, tragedy and
victory. But this season, Quentin faces the biggest
challenge yet - the deadly threat of the mysterious
Prawatt, who seized the ship carrying Quentin, and his
teammates. As THE MVP begins, the Ionath Krakens
face certain death at the hands of this unknown race.
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The GFL series combines science fiction, crime and
blistering sports action to create a non-stop, pulsepounding adventure that you can't put down until the
last second ticks off the clock. Fans of the following
authors are known to enjoy the Galactic Football
League Science Fiction Space Opera Series: Mike
Lupica Tim Green Buzz Bissinger Joe Haldeman Orson
Scott Card David Webber Richard K Morgan George
Lucas Robert A. Heinlein Daniel Arenson Nathan
Lowell Scott Westerfeld Fans of the following books
and series are known to enjoy the Galactic Football
League Sci Fi Saga: Star Wars Guardians of the
Galaxy Starship Troopers Altered Carbon Mech
Warrior Jurassic Park Star Trek Hitchhikers Guide
Aliens Friday Night Lights Any Given Sunday Draft
Day Keywords related to the Galactic Football League
Young Adult Science Fiction Series: Alien Contact,
Supernatural, Humorous Science Fiction, Box Set,
Bundle, Series, Omnibus, Epic, Saga, Monsters,
Dinosaurs, Sports, Football, Mech, Robots, Battlebots,
AI, Future, Futuristic, Space Travel, Krakens,
Xenomorph, Galaxy, Galaxies, Star, Stars

Pandemic
"Set in a lethal American professional football league
seven centuries in the future, 'The All-pro" puts huge
humans on the field with four alien races, creating a
game that is faster, stronger, and deadlier than
anything we know today."

Alight
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Deep below a desolate Utah mountain lies the largest
platinum deposit ever discovered. A billion-dollar find,
it waits for any company that can drill a world's
record, three-mile-deep mine shaft. EarthCore is the
company with the technology, the resources and the
guts to go after the mother lode. Young executive
Connell Kirkland is the company's driving force,
pushing himself and those around him to uncover the
massive treasure. But at three miles below the
surface, where the rocks are so hot they burn bare
skin, something has been waiting for centuries.
Waiting and guarding. Kirkland and EarthCore are
about to find out firsthand why this treasure has
never been unearthed.
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